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Alignment with Standards
The tasks currently aligns well with one standard at the Grade 4 level of the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS).  There is ample crossover to the Common Core Standards for Math and ELA as well
(see footnotes of NGSS Performance Expectation).

Grade 4
Performance Expectation: 4.Energy

● Relevant Performance Outcomes: 4-PS3-1, 4-PS3-3

● Science and Engineering Practices: ALL
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● Disciplinary Core Ideas: PS3.A, PS3.C, ETS1.A

● Cross-Cutting Concepts: Cause and Effect, Energy and Matter, Interdependence of Science,
Engineering, and Technology

Middle School (Grade 8)
Performance Expectation: MS.Forces and Interactions

● Relevant Performance Outcomes: MS-PS2-2

● Science and Engineering Practices: ALL

● Disciplinary Core Ideas: PS2.A

● Cross-Cutting Concepts: Stability and Change, Influence of Science, Engineering, and
Technology on Society and the Natural World

Performance Expectation: MS.Energy

● Relevant Performance Outcomes: MS-PS3-1, MS-PS3-2, MS-PS3-5

● Science and Engineering Practices: ALL

● Disciplinary Core Ideas: PS3.A, PS3.B, PS3.C

● Cross-Cutting Concepts: Scale, Proportion, and Quantity

Suggestions for Revision

General Difficulty and Grade Alignment
As it stands, the task seems to be a good fit for fourth graders from a physical science content
perspective.  This task could easily be enriched to the eighth grade level with the inclusion of bearings
as a component of inquiry in the friction associated with speed and maneuverability of skateboards --
leading to a third potential experiment.  Additionally, an increase in data visualization tools (see this
PhET simulation as an example) would be appropriate at the eighth grade level.

Increasing “Believability” of Science and Inquiry Process

General Approach
Much of the science content is right on track, especially at the fourth grade level.  However, the
processes of inquiry and science practice could use some improvement.

The eight practices of Science and Engineering identified in the NGSS are as follows:

1. Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering)

2. Developing and using models

3. Planning and carrying out investigations

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nextgenscience.org%2Fmsps2-motion-stability-forces-interactions&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGv_wW8gnXvtDb978lOmdrenqi9ew
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nextgenscience.org%2Fmsps3-energy&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH83k2d5h3ax85HzM7wBvFDqKIPKg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fphet.colorado.edu%2Fen%2Fsimulation%2Fenergy-skate-park&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEaGv6RrqgvutRA-U_l0pWtDnJyPg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fphet.colorado.edu%2Fen%2Fsimulation%2Fenergy-skate-park&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEaGv6RrqgvutRA-U_l0pWtDnJyPg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.nextgenscience.org%2Fsites%2Fngss%2Ffiles%2FAppendix%2520F%2520%2520Science%2520and%2520Engineering%2520Practices%2520in%2520the%2520NGSS%2520-%2520FINAL%2520060513.pdf&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNF63yJIjDuf8Av9DzZhSJiHpJ9oFw


4. Analyzing and interpreting data

5. Using mathematics and computational thinking

6. Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering)

7. Engaging in argument from evidence

8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information

Each of these can be addressed more realistically at the 4th or 8th grade level.  Suggestions for each
practice follow below, with the intent of improving “scientific” functionality of the task experience.

From an overarching “story” perspective, these eight practices can serve as the procedural backbone
for progressing through any number of more scientifically “believable” stories surrounding an
investigation of skateboard physics.  Obviously the task will likely need to extend beyond 15 minutes
in duration -- likely to 20 (or maybe even 25) minutes -- but the resulting increase in realism of the task
should more than compensate for the trade off in increased time on task.

Asking questions and defining problems

Grade 4 Grade 8

The focus here is on specifying qualitative
relationships.  Two key elements could be added
into the skateboarding task to better fulfill this
practice.

First, the student should have the opportunity to
identify scientific (testable) and non-scientific
(non-testable) questions concerning the speed
and maneuverability of skateboards based on
component assemblies their resulting
performance under the influence of physical
forces.

Second, the student should have the opportunity
to define a simple design problem involving
speed or maneuverability of skateboards -- a
problem that can be solved when the student
develops one or more skateboarding systems
(combination of parts) and where the student
can work within predetermined constraints and
criteria for success.

To upgrade this task to an eighth grade level,
the focus should be on specifying relationships
between variables, and clarifying arguments
and models.

The student should ask questions that
determine relationships between independent
and dependent variables concerning speed and
maneuverability of skateboard system models,
as well as questions that can help clarify or
refine these models (or problems)  in pursuit of
an explanation or engineering solution.

At the eighth grade level, a design problem
definition should include multiple criteria and
constraints as well as scientific knowledge of
physical factors affecting speed and/or
maneuverability (friction, mass, energy types,
etc.) that may limit potential solutions to the
problem (i.e., issues with heat or material
mass).

Developing and using models

Grade 4 Grade 8

Here, the student should be given the
opportunity to use a model to test cause and

At the eighth grade level, the student should
actually develop and use a model to generate



effect relationships concerning friction and
speed or maneuverability in skateboards -- or
simply to observe interactions between friction,
speed, and maneuverability during the function
of a designed system (skateboard).

Another way to improve the scientific inquiry
process at this grade level is to allow the student
to identify limitations in the model(s) used.

data to test ideas about friction, speed, and
maneuverability in skateboard systems --
including those representing inputs and outputs
(such as wheel size, rider mass, and rpm/speed),
and those at unobservable scales
(potential/kinetic energy, etc.).

Planning and carrying out investigations

Grade 4 Grade 8

Here the focus is on investigations that control
variables and provide evidence to support
explanations or solutions.

Here, the student should plan and conduct an
investigation of speed and maneuverability,
producing data to serve as evidence, using fair
tests in which variables are controlled (rider
mass, terrain surface/slope, board size/mass,
etc.) and the number of trials is considered by the
student as part of the investigation plan.  The
student should be given the opportunity to make
predictions about what will happen if one of
these variables changes.

The student should also have the opportunity to
evaluate appropriate methods and/or tools for
collecting data during these investigations.

At the eighth grade level, the focus is on include
investigations that use multiple variables and
provide evidence to support explanations or
solutions.

The student should be given the opportunity to
identify independent and dependent variables
and controls, what tools are needed to do the
gathering, how measurements will be recorded, and
how many data are needed to support a claim.

The student should be given the opportunity to
collect data about the performance of each
skateboarding system under a range of
conditions (such as terrain types/conditions, hill
direction and slope, etc.)

Analyzing and interpreting data

Grade 4 Grade 8

Here the focus is on introducing quantitative
approaches to collecting data and conducting
multiple trials of qualitative observations.

The student should be given the opportunity to
represent data collected during the
skateboarding trials in tables, and
analyze/interpret these data to make sense of
skateboarding-relevant phenomena using some
combination of logical reasoning, math, and

At the eighth grade level, the focus is on
extending quantitative analysis to
investigations, distinguishing between
correlation and causation, and basic statistical
techniques of data and error analysis.

The student must construct graphical displays of
data (not just fill in or have auto-populated) in
an effort to identify linear and non-linear
relationships between friction, speed, and



computation.

These analyses should be used to either refine
the problem statement or refine the designed
solution (skateboard system) for the identified
problem.  Data should be specifically linked to
the evaluation and refinement of skateboard
systems.

maneuverability.

The student should also be given the
opportunity to distinguish between correlation
and causality, as well as to apply basic statistical
analyses (mean, variability, etc.) to characterize
data collected about the skateboard systems.

Finally, the student should be given the
opportunity to define an optimal operational
range for each skateboard system tested.

Using mathematics and computational thinking

Grade 4 Grade 8

Here the focus is on extending quantitative
measurements to a variety of physical properties
and using computation and mathematics to
analyze data and compare alternative design
solutions.

The student should be given the opportunity to
organize simple data sets to reveal patterns that
suggest relationships between speed,
maneuverability, friction, and other variables
relevant to the skateboard systems (after
running all trials/experiments).

Then, the student should be given the
opportunity to create graphs of specific physical
quantities to address  scientific or engineering
questions/problems associated with the
skateboard systems, potentially comparing
alternative solutions (via graphs).

At the eighth grade level, the focus is on
identifying patterns in large data sets and using
mathematical concepts to support explanations
and arguments.

Large data sets seem beyond the scope of this
task, even with a time extension.

The student should be given the opportunity to
apply mathematical concepts/processes (such as
ratio, rate, percent, basic operations, simple
algebra) to scientific and engineering
questions/problems associated with the
skateboard systems designs and trials.

Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering)

Grade 4 Grade 8

Here the focus is on the use of evidence in
constructing explanations that specify variables
that describe and predict phenomena and in
designing multiple solutions to design
problems.

Students should be given the opportunity to
identify the evidence that supports particular

At the eighth grade level, the focus is on
constructing explanations and designing
solutions supported by multiple sources of
evidence consistent with scientific
ideas, principles, and theories.

The student should be given the opportunity to
construct an explanation that includes



points in an explanation about a skateboard
system’s suitability for different physical
conditions or purposes.  For example, students
could literally draw connections (touch-drawn
arrows) between data tables or graphs and
sections of explanation text.

qualitative or quantitative relationships
between variables that predict outcomes of
skateboarding systems in various physical
conditions or simply describe phenomena
associated with skateboarding system
performance.

More importantly, the student should be given
the opportunity to apply scientific reasoning to
show why the data or evidence is adequate for the
explanation or conclusion.

Finally, the student should be given an
opportunity to optimize the performance of at
least one skateboarding system design by
prioritizing criteria, making tradeoffs, testing,
revising, and retesting.

Engaging in argument from evidence

Grade 4 Grade 8

Here the focus is on critiquing the scientific
explanations or solutions proposed by peers by
citing relevant evidence about the natural and
designed world(s).

The student should be given the opportunity to
distinguish among facts, reasoned judgment
based on research findings, and speculation in
an explanation about the performance of a
skateboarding system.

More importantly, the student should be able to
make a claim about the merit of a designed
skateboarding system solution by citing relevant
evidence about how it meets the criteria and
constraints of the problem.

At the eighth grade level, the focus is on
constructing a convincing argument that
supports or refutes claims for either
explanations or solutions about the natural and
designed world(s).

The student must be given the opportunity to
compare and critique two arguments about
skateboard speed or maneuverability in some
set of physical conditions or constraints and
analyze whether they emphasize similar or
different evidence and/or interpretations of
facts.

Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information

Grade 4 Grade 8

Here the focus is on evaluating the merit and
accuracy of ideas and methods.

The student should be given the opportunity to

At the eighth grade level the focus is on
evaluating the merit and validity of ideas and
methods.



combine information in written text with that
contained in corresponding tables, diagrams,
and/or charts to support his or her scientific
practice during the investigation of
skateboarding systems.  Additionally, the
student must communicate scientific or
technical information in various forms of media
as well as tables, diagrams, and charts.  This
represents the final work product of the task.

This focus on validity means that, in addition to
communicating the scientific or technical
information derived from her own skateboard
study, she should be given the opportunity to
gather, read, and synthesize information from
multiple appropriate sources and assess the
credibility, accuracy, and possible bias of each
publication and methods used, and describe how
they are supported or not supported by evidence
-- all in comparison to the findings of her own
study.  Based on time constraints, the sources
should be provided as part of the task.

The Skateboarding Task
Set this entire task up to take on more of an engineering/design perspective -- e.g., build the best
skateboard for each event of the competition (speed racer, slalom racer).  One scenario would involve
the student designing a skateboard for each event in the competition (several specialized skateboards
fine tuned specifically for the conditions of the intended event).  In this case the constraints would be
financial, perhaps (only so much budget to cover parts for the different skateboard systems).  Another
scenario would have the student create one skateboard that would do “well enough” (score event
points) in all of the events to get a good placing for the student in the overall competition.  In this case
the constraints would be material (only one of each component can be used -- no swapping between
events).

Here’s a general overview of how these types of tasks can flow, regardless of grade level or specific
content scenario:

Problem >> Design >> Test/Experiment >> Data >> [Retest] >> Evidence >> Explanation >> Argument

Here’s some good grade-appropriate science on skateboarding -- much of which is already covered in
the task as-is.

Pre-Experiment Exploration
The wheel drop and wheel rolling “experiments” are great forms of inquiry exploration that can lead
to the definition of the engineering problem or scientific question that the student needs to pursue.
These sub-tasks would better serve this goal if aligned more specifically/overtly with the process of
forming such a definition.

Experiment 1
The fact that the wheel size experiment is set up for “failure” is great!  The student tries wheel size
first, leading to conclusion that size does not make difference.  At this point, the student should focus
on friction, mass, and speed.  Less friction (in the wheels and bearings) means more speed.

Some issues of task authenticity also come to light.  Here are a few specific examples:

● There is a lack of ability to truly control inherent variability in a single rider from one trial to
the next (slight hesitations in human reaction times to start the push-off, for example), which

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sciencebuddies.org%2Fscience-fair-projects%2Fproject_ideas%2FSports_p018.shtml%23background&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGttYINRWTW4qrUaulu-jEI00XkMA


can  have affect on actual times recorded on course (even at the tenth-second level).  To avoid
this type of faulty science, this variability should be controlled.  The student could be given an
option for non-human skateboard operation -- such as weights of specific masses to be
strapped to the boards, with a remote release for the board to enter the course.  This would
allow for assessment of the student’s ability to practice good experimental design and
variable control.  This would also allow for more realistic measurement of gravitational
potential energy at various points along the track (by lengthening the “leash” of the starting
control mechanism to change the starting point of the skateboard system to different heights
along the ramp).

● Shouldn’t max speed be recorded along with overall completion time?  What other factors
should be included in the data collected for each trial?

● Another factor that the student should have control over (as referenced in this article) is the
length -- and maybe even the shape --  of the test track (i.e., what happens when the
skateboard has to go uphill???).  Longer tracks allow for more time in each trial, which in turn
gives more potential for variability in completion due to any number of physical/mechanical
factors of the skateboard system(s) that can be teased out through a rigorous approach to
experimentation.

Experiment 2
It’s good that this experiment starts with a simple observation of the difference in number of cones
knocked down.  But it shouldn’t stop there...WHY are the cones knocked down?  How, specifcially, can
the skateboard be redesigned to improve grip in the turns (and therefore increased
precision/accuracy/speed) on the slalom course?

The scenario should offer the student options for conducting a more controlled experiment as a follow
up to his/her initial observations.  Some ideas for highly controlled experimentation include:

● The use of a tow rope to propel a rider at a constant/consistent speed through the course over
multiple trials with different skateboard system configurations.

● In addition to a tow rope, the use of remote control steering through an ability to shift the
center of gravity of a specific-mass weight attached to the board system as it travels through
the course.

Working with Results/Evidence
The goal of these experiments should be to gather evidence for informing the design of one or more
competition-ready skateboard systems -- or perhaps to refute claims made by any number of
skateboard component companies regarding the performance of their products.  In the engineering
scenarios suggested, the student would use initial evidence from each of these experiments to refine
the design of the skateboard systems, preparing for the competition.

In any case, a nice culmination of the task would be to allow the student to enter his/her skateboard
system(s) into competition to see how the findings hold up in practice.  This could be a simple set of
feedback that provided their placement in each of the events based solely on variables of focus in the
simulation.  The student wouldn’t actually “experience” the competition event -- even a 10 minute
extension to the task doesn’t allow for such.

Finally, students should be given an opportunity to evaluate many of these phases/practices as they
move forward through the task scenario.



Increasing Interactivity

General Approach
First and foremost, unfortunately, clicking play and watching a video unfold is very low-form
interactivity, if it can even be considered interactivity at all.  In general, we should think more in terms
of tangible interaction with components of experimentation and resulting data/visualizations --
especially in a multi-touch, mobile/tablet first mindset.  Students should touch the experiments and
touch the data.  They should be able to move it all around and literally shape their designs as they
conceive them.  They more they touch the screen, the more relevant data we can collect regarding
their performance.

Another main focus for increasing interactivity is increasing the responsiveness of the system -- or the
“game feel” (book, article 1, article 2).  Students should feel like they’re doing actual science work as
much as possible.  Even in a 2D workbench setting, the subtleties of interaction can be quite
convincing.  Fluidity of component appearance/removal, response to user inputs, and minor details
such as the way the wheels roll down the ramp or the way they bounce when they hit the ground in the
drop test can have a significant effect on this element of interactivity.  Providing first person
perspective -- even in a 2D platform (i.e., z-axis size/perspective illusions) -- can be a huge boost to
engagement, but we can all probably think of games we’ve played from third-person that captivated
us for hours on the first person level.

Finally, think in terms of dashboards and heads-up-displays -- especially as we focus forward to
touchscreen displays.  Layering and depth swapping are key concepts, of course, as well as multiple
windows/perspectives of action -- multicam display, essentially.  For example, multiple angles of the
grip/maneuverability testing trials are described below.  Students should be able to view and hide
available data and visualizations at any point once these data/visualizations are available.   They
should be able to touch the data and visualizations to directly manipulate them as they evaluate their
findings.  They should be able to see and touch both the data/visualizations and their skateboard
system products as they refine these products for additional testing.  In fact, tracking variations in
students’ arrangements of data and products on the screen gives us the potential to gain insights into
how these students are approaching the solutions to these problems (or answers to their questions)
via  ample observable data for the purposes of performance assessment.

Pre-Experiment Exploration

Wheel Roll Comparison
Interactivity could be increased during the comparison of the rolling speed of wheels of varied
diameters by allowing more choice to the student, as well as some simple drag/drop manipulation.
I’ve included a brief sketch (Fig. 1)

http://books.google.com/books/about/Game_Feel.html?id=i9GfunWcB-oC
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.gamasutra.com%2Fview%2Ffeature%2F2322%2Fgame_feel_the_secret_ingredient.php&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEs7ut4cVkjnGw_kiJZh9nmHTtPAg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fcowboyprogramming.com%2F2008%2F05%2F27%2Fprogramming-responsiveness%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFOojOWK1L8eZ2lp2kCfBTi-toN-g


Figure 1

The student should be able to choose between multiple wheel sizes in a “inventory” fashion as shown.
Optionally, the student could instead directly manipulate the size of the wheels through pinch/pull
interactions (increasing/decreasing diameter) and placing new instances of wheels on each lane of the
track.  However, in this case, choosing pre-formed wheels of various sizes from an organized box
seems like much more realistic scientific practice.

Multiple trials with multiple combinations of wheels (2 or 3 wheels on the track at a time) should be
possible.  Optionally, data from each trial can be tracked.  Tables should appear in the margins as
populated (as shown in Fig. 2 below), and students can show/hide tables at their choosing.

Specific Directives for Improvement
For the wheel roll comparison, there are five specific development directives for improvement of
interactivity:

1. Multiple wheels
2. Multiple runs
3. Multiple slopes
4. Multiple variables
5. Interactive Tables

Each of these directives are described in order.



1. Use Multiple Wheel Sizes

There are two different ways to allow the student to use multiple wheel sizes in these comparison
trials: “inventory” style and “adjustment” style.  Inventory style, illustrated in Figure 2, is simply
displaying a selection of wheels of various sizes and allowing the student to drag multiple instances of
these wheels to the stage for comparison.

Figure 2

Students should be allowed to drag three total wheels to the stage for any single comparison trial.
These wheels can be any of the set sizes, and duplicate sizes are possible (i.e., all three wheels on the
track could be 50mm).  Tracks should be labeled according to wheel size (Fig. 3).

Figure 3



Adjustment style involves the student creating each new wheel instance as if he she is building the
wheel.  A single wheel template is dragged onto the stage and then the student can manipulate its size
with pinch gestures (or using a mouse wheel?).  A numerical value readout indicating the actual size
(in mm) should provide real-time responsive feedback to the student’s actions.

Figure 4

In either style case, wheels can be removed after initial selection and before running a trial.  Also, it
should be possible for a student to conduct a trial run with one, two, or three total wheels present on
the test ramp.  Also, any combination of the three tracks can be populated.  For example, if only one
wheel is present upon conducting a trial, that wheel could be placed in any of the three available slots,
leaving the other two empty.

2. Allow Multiple Runs During Comparison Trials

Figure 5



To conduct a trial run, the student must operate the lever on the side of the ramp to open the gates of
all tracks simultaneously (Fig. 5).  When a trial is completed, the student should have the option to
change out any number of the current wheel sizes and run another trial (Fig. 6).

Figure 6

The student should also be allowed to run another trial with the same wheel sizes used previously
(i.e., duplicate runs).

3. Allow Manipulation of Ramp Slope

Before running a trial, the student should have the option to change the slope of the ramp by
manipulating the height and length of the ramp -- using pinch gestures or mouse drags.  Numerical
value readouts indicating the actual size (m) should provide real-time responsive feedback to the
student’s manipulations of the length and height of the ramp (Fig. 7).

Figure 7



Once a slope manipulation has occurred, the student should have the opportunity to reset the
length/height settings to those used in the previous trial (or to the default) -- essentially an “undo”
feature.

4. Allow Student to Manipulate ALL Variables For Each Run

In an effort to allow for multiple mistakes as a student demonstrates his/her ability to control variables
in a scientific investigation, it should be possible for a student to manipulate all of the following
variables (using various interactive mechanisms detailed above) before running each trial in the
comparison:

● wheel 1 size (mm) -- or no wheel
● wheel 2 size (mm) -- or no wheel
● wheel 3 size (mm) -- or no wheel
● ramp height
● ramp length

5. Track Multiple Variables to Generate Responsive Interactive Data Tables

Values for variables from each trial run should be tracked or calculated and stored for view by the
student at any point during the investigation once at least one trial has been conducted.

The table should slide into marginal view upon completion of the first trial, populated with data from
the first trial (Fig. 8).  The student should be able to drag open and view the the entire table between
trials (Fig. 9).  The table should automatically slide out of the way -- back to the initial marginal
position -- when the student begins adjusting variables to prepare the next trial (e.g., changing
wheels, manipulating ramp).  Of course, the student can also manually slide the table back to the
margin (Fig. 10).

Figure 8 Figure 9 Figure 10

Once at least two trials have been conducted, the student should be able to use the interactive data
table as an interface to review previously conducted trials.  For example, if the student has just
conducted Trial 3 and wishes to review Trial 1, he/she may click/engage the table row for Trial 1 and
be given an option to review the “video” of this trial.  If the student confirms, a recording of Trial 1 will
be projected upon the current ramp setup in an onion-skin overlay fashion, allowing for visual
comparison (Fig. 11).  The student should be able to replay this project repeatedly.  The student may
also choose to review another Trial (2 or 3) by selecting the appropriate row in the table.  Choosing
another trial for review swaps the projections -- two projections should not be viewed simultaneously.



Figure 11

Here’s an example of the table structure.  Actual data can be provided upon request.

Trial # Wheel 1
Size

Wheel 1
Time

Wheel 2
Size

Wheel 2
Time

Wheel 3
Size

Wheel 3
Time

Ramp
Height

Ramp
Length

1

2

3

Wheel Drop Comparison
Similar to the Wheel Roll comparison, interactivity could be increased during the comparison of the
dropped speed of wheels of varied diameters by allowing more choice to the student, as well as some
simple drag/drop manipulation.  Again, I’ve included a sketch (Fig. 12).



Figure 12

Similar to the rolling comparison, the student should be able to choose from multiple wheels and
conduct multiple comparisons) in a drag/drop “inventory” fashion.  Shown at right is the marginal
data table to be auto populated (or, preferably, directly manipulated with each new data -- via drag
and drop from some other feedback readout that automatically displays after each trial comparison).
As mentioned previously, this table should be an interactive object that can be moved around the
screen based on the chosen perspective of the student.

Specific Directives for Improvement
Due to much overlap with the Wheel Roll Comparison, improvement of this exploratory experience
should currently be considered a low priority.

Experiment 1
In this experiment, students should have much more interactive control over the parameters of the
experiment.  Similarly, a trend of multi-component drag and drop should be implemented in order to
allow students to construct or modify their skateboard systems as they go.  Figures 13a and 13b help
illustrate these points.



Figure 13a Figure 13b

Figure 13a shows the general layout, and Figure 13b shows functionality.  The orange arrows
represent how the student could manipulate track length (to increase distance/time of trials) and the
blue and red arrows represent how the student could select, drag, and manipulate the size (mass) of a
weight to be placed on a skateboard system for one or more trial runs.  There are many other
variations of this theme of added interactivity through touch-driven action that have not been included
here.

Also, data tables could appear and function here as illustrated previously.  As a student is able to
compare his/her data with that of a friend, all of these tables should be visible at once, and able to be
manipulated as interactive objects.

Specific Directives for Improvement
For Experiment 1, there are three specific development directives for improvement of interactivity:

1. Skateboard system design studio
2. Extensive ramp manipulations
3. Multiple runs

Each of these directives are described in order.

1. Create a Skateboard System Design Studio

To begin Experiment 1, a student should be able to design a skateboard system using several
components: decks, trucks, bearings, and wheels.  These components should be available from an
inventory tray/toolbox, with each component able to be selected and adjusted for size by the student.
For example, the student can select the deck component, an instance of which appears in the stage
(Fig. 14).  The student can adjust the size of the deck using pinch gestures (or perhaps by dragging
translucent flange-type tabs attached to the margins of the deck component and appearing on hover).



Figure 14

The adjustment of the deck will be considered complete when the student selects another component
from the tray (Fig. 15).

Figure 15



The proper order for assembling the skateboard should be followed (deck, trucks, bearings, wheels).
If not, the student should receive an error message, such as “Please add trucks before adding
bearings” (if the student chooses bearings for adjustment after the decks instead of trucks).
Alternatively, the student could adjust the components in any order and then the skateboard system
would automatically assemble itself once the student has adjusted all required components (and
perhaps clicked a “Build” button?).

Once the student has finished his/her skateboard system, it can be placed in a catalog/inventory of
skateboard systems for use in the experiment.  This catalog function will instantiate once the student
has finished his/her first skateboard system and needs to store it (Fig. 16).

Figure 16

The catalog can be accessed at any point between experiment trials by sliding the catalog from its
margin on the left, much like a drawer being opened to reveal its contents.

It might also be a good idea to have the deck instance appear automatically on the stage to initiate the
skateboard system construction process.

2. Allow for Extensive Ramp Manipulations

At any point during a student’s preparation for trials: before building a skateboard system, after
building a skateboard system, and in between trials -- but not simultaneous to building skateboard
systems -- the student may manipulate several properties of the ramp: height (m), length (m), and
demarcations (m).  The student can manipulate the length and height of the ramp using pinch
gestures.  During this process, rulers should be shown along each variable edge of the ramp structure,
as shown in Figure 7.

Once the student has finished adjusting the length and height of the ramp, he/she is given the option
to adjust the number of demarcations and the distance between them (Fig. 17).  The purpose of these
demarcations is the inclusion of equidistant benchmarks for (automatic) measurement of speed at



various points along the ramp.

Figure 17

3. Allow Multiple Runs Per Skateboard

The student should be able to make as many runs as he/she so pleases with each skateboard system
he/she has built.  The runs can be launched using a similar switch/gate mechanism as described in the
Wheel Roll Comparison.

These runs can be in any order, with the student having the option to swap out skateboards from the
catalog between each run.  If a student decides to adjust the ramp between trial runs with the same
skateboard system, the skateboard object can be slid to the margin on the side of the stage opposite
the catalog until the student has finished manipulating the ramp, at which point the skateboard object
will then move back to its starting point atop the ramp.

Note: Common sense implies that interactive data tables would be made available to students for
this experiment as well, but since this functionality will have already been demonstrated with the
Wheel Roll Comparison, duplication of such functionality is not necessary here -- unless, of course,
there is time available to add said functionality anyway!

Experiment 2
In this experiment, perhaps the first few runs should be conducted by the student as a rider, using
different wheels.  Assume a similar “inventory” mechanism as shown previously for selecting various
wheel types for different trials.  If these rides are taken from the first-person perspective (Fig. 18), the



student might have the opportunity to “feel” the difference in wheel grip to to variations in turning
control at speed.

Figure 18

Note that the green dotted line in Figure 4 represents the student’s current intended path through the
cones based on navigational control operation and simulated function of the currently designed
skateboard system -- this green lined would not necessarily be visualized during the experience.  Also
note the horizontal display of cones with a game-like checkmark system for tracking success with
navigation on each trial.  Another display option would be an overlay of previous attempts as
sine-wave style curves through the course (Fig. 19).  This might be overkill, however.

Figure 19



Figure 20

Finally, Figure 20 represents the integration of some multicam dashboard functionality.  Imagine that
the first-person perspective is able to be projected on the canvas underneath where the sliding (blue
arrows) data tables are currently shown.  The overhead view of the slalom course is shown at the top
of the screen, with yellow lines representing the path of each trial conducted so far (obviously
different colors could also be used for each trial for the sake of clarity).  Perhaps students should be
able to click on individual track lines (or highlight multiples) in order to synchronously highlight
corresponding rows of data in the tables.

The orange arrows represent the student’s ability to manipulate the length and width of the track
using pinch/pull interactions.  Again, many variations on this theme of track parameter manipulation
are possible here.

Specific Directives for Improvement
For Experiment 2, there are three specific development directives for improvement of interactivity:

1. Change Wheels
2. Change Cone Distance
3. Create First-person perspective
4. Overhead Visualization of Trials
5. Interactive Data Visualization

Each of these directives are described in order.

1. Allow Student to Change Wheels Between Trials

In a fashion similar to the skateboard design studio described above, here a student should be able to
swap out wheels for his/her skateboard system between trials.  Two variables of the wheel should be
adjustable: diameter and material.  An organized and labeled drawer full of wheels of various



diameters and materials should be available for the student to slide out from the bottom of the stage.

Figure 21

2. Allow Student to Change Distance Between Cones on Slalom Course

Before the initial trial (and between all trials following) of Experiment 2, the student should be able to
adjust the distance between cones (Fig. 22) -- in a fashion similar to how ramp demarcations were
adjusted in  Experiment 1.

Figure 22



3. Generate a First-person Perspective of Slalom Course Trials

When a student runs trials on the slalom course, a first-person (z-axis motion illusion) perspective
should be used.  Depending on the value of a grip variable -- calculated from a formula which takes
into consideration wheel size and material -- the skateboard will show different amounts of lateral
movement as it completes turns around and between cones on the slalom course.

Preferably, the skateboard will be driven by a mechanical system (as opposed to a human rider).  This
mechanical system should consist of a tow-rope that generates a constant skateboard speed and an
automated weight-shifting mechanism (for consistent steering force).  The tow rope may not need to
be visualized, but if at all possible, the consistent back and forth of the weight shifting mechanism
(and the weight itself, of course!) should be visualized atop the skateboard system as it completes the
course in this first person perspective.

Figure 23 Figure 24

Here’s a useful snippet for creating repetitive wave motion on the HTML5 canvas element -- such as
that which would be needed for simulating the periodic lateral motion of the skateboard as it moves
through the course.  Here’s a demo of the code in action.

Also, here’s a useful snippet for simulating z-axis motion with perspective illusion on the HTML5
canvas element -- imagine the trees are our cones on a slalom track.  Here’s a demo of the code in
action.

Finally, here’s a useful snippet for 3D collision detection in such a z-axis motion system -- useful to
figure out when/if the skateboard actually hits the cones or really just goes in front or behind.  Here’s
a demo of the code in action.

If the calculated path is such that it intersects with the position of any given cone on the course, this
cone should be considered “knocked over” and a visual indication of some sort should be provided to
the student for each case on a given trial run (as indicated in Figures 18 and 19).

4. Generate an Overhead Visualization of All Slalom Course Trials

Each trial run a student makes through the slalom course should be stored and visualized in an
overhead-perspective map displaying a “residue” of trials completed (Fig. 24).  Each individual course
run should be differentiated in some way (position, color, etc.).

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fgithub.com%2Flamberta%2Fhtml5-animation%2Fblob%2Fmaster%2Fexamples%2Fch03%2F03-bobbing-2.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHF_ZSECTz_xfarAAOKh4MagZcdnQ
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Flamberta.github.io%2Fhtml5-animation%2Fexamples%2Fch03%2F03-bobbing-2.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEDazMjywNhSkMAAp5hE8QmYKFn5A
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fgithub.com%2Flamberta%2Fhtml5-animation%2Fblob%2Fmaster%2Fexamples%2Fch15%2F09-trees-2.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGwiwsEHBpsLbeFRsDogoqMGiUGDw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Flamberta.github.io%2Fhtml5-animation%2Fexamples%2Fch15%2F09-trees-2.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHjsc204xZdiGYB8neUlucDPv8S9A
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Flamberta.github.io%2Fhtml5-animation%2Fexamples%2Fch15%2F09-trees-2.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHjsc204xZdiGYB8neUlucDPv8S9A
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fgithub.com%2Flamberta%2Fhtml5-animation%2Fblob%2Fmaster%2Fexamples%2Fch15%2F14-collision-3d.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEWGBa2hxmSmyBU20c0vXkCtmN8aA
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Flamberta.github.io%2Fhtml5-animation%2Fexamples%2Fch15%2F14-collision-3d.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH4g4sf8CUnQ9JwzbGl1YXj51wZjg


Figure 24

Here’s a useful snippet for drawing sine waves on the HTML5 canvas element, and here’s a demo of
the code in action.

5. Generate an Interactive Data Visualization System for Multiple Levels of Abstraction

The overhead maps described above are part of an interactive data visualization system that should be
provided to a student after he/she completes at least two trials on the slalom course.  Essentially, three
different elements should be visible to the student on stage at once:

● overhead map view
● sliding interactive data table
● “video” projection of recorded trials (first-person perspective)

Figure 25 represents the basic layout of the visualization system:

Figure 25

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fgithub.com%2Flamberta%2Fhtml5-animation%2Fblob%2Fmaster%2Fexamples%2Fch03%2F07-wave-2.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHoBoBA3sh9oVVKP0V4klQlnJp65Q
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Flamberta.github.io%2Fhtml5-animation%2Fexamples%2Fch03%2F07-wave-2.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGeQEVqwocQci5U_JREE61CoeonbQ
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Flamberta.github.io%2Fhtml5-animation%2Fexamples%2Fch03%2F07-wave-2.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGeQEVqwocQci5U_JREE61CoeonbQ


Here’s an example of the table structure.  Actual data can be provided upon request.

Trial # Wheel
Material

Wheel
Diameter

(mm)

Cone
Distance

(m)

Speed
(m/s)

Weight
(kg)

Accuracy
(%)

Time
(s)

Distance
(m)

1

2

3

Here are some quick links to a few libraries/sites that could be useful for generating interactive table
objects with Javascript:

● CreateJS/EaselJS
● KineticJS
● Web Appers: Tables

Certainly there are plenty of other resources available on the web.  These were the best and most
applicable to be found in a quick web search.

Finally, when a student selects a path in the overhead view, several things should happen.

● the cones in the overhead map should slide to the appropriate periodic distance
● the relevant row of data in the table should be highlighted
● the appropriate recording should be made available for rendering/viewing in the “video”

window

If the student chooses to review the recording for the currently selected trial, he/she can click a “play”
or “review” button on the “video” screen.  As the recorded animation is shown to the student
(somehow regenerated as an animation based on trial-specific variable values stored in a database), a
tracking bar should progress across the overhead map to indicate where along the path the
skateboard system is (Fig. 26).  Optionally, flags can be added to the indicator bar to display variable
values as they change along the course.  These flags may not be necessary or relevant.

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.createjs.com%2F%23!%2FEaselJS&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH7jzQTwjILvQcAQZACuQnhjhJ2mQ
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fkineticjs.com%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHpVl-w6SzYAMzoVQPRhw7oVk2FjA
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.webappers.com%2Fcategory%2Fdesign%2Ftables%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHA1vLavuH3Tvma7_xTo_MTMmQnbA


Figure 26

At any point during this viewing process, the student should be able to pause the review at any point
and select/load a different trial for review (using the overhead map function) or return to conduct
more trials.


